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Who believes in masks, prutukulkul, Marcos or Robredo?
No one

April 6, 2022
The end, doomsday
Sara-Marcos is gonna be the worst outcome of an election presenting to us the poorest choices possible as was also the case previously in 2016.
A President Marcos will be the Apocalypse of the Revelation, the end of days wherein the four horsemen of death seal our doom. But when this
brings it all to an end, we might actually still survive. How do we survive death at a time we are already dying?
There is no way a carbon copy transition to Macoy Dutski will see them succeed in governing. There can only be ruin after inauguration in June
2022 given that the present dictatorship of Dutski-1 has not only bankrupted the treasury but also crippled the pillars and building blocks of the

economy. More failure is the only result that comes out of their enthronement. It will be at this point the blind man will see and do what he has
never done in the past fifty years. Declare war on the system.
This system is Tagalog and national socialist, both of which contradict the natural order of our country before the first Marcos president began our
path to destruction. To prove that we are not anti-Tagalog, here is an honest political slogan from us in the subdialect Pfhilipino of the Tagalog
language that rhymes and meters:
kawawa ang mga tao
kapag gago ang gobierno
Reconciliation is the most unforgivable sin of the local Church whose infidelity to divine justice has enabled Marcos and the oligarchs to persist.
They interpret the prodigal son parable to be their cue for forgetting offenses when in fact it does not restrain retribution and instead is an
emphasis on the recovery of assets that have turned bad. Forgiveness is most wrong when it produces more wrong. But we should be grateful to
the Catholic Church for not stealing ten percent of our money.
Marcos Jr. camp chides Catholic clergy for ‘hateful and negative campaigning’ -gmanetwork.com/news/story/824012
(joke of the year!)
Also in need of better men in leadership is the Church. Its PPCRV election watchdog merely duplicates minor functions of the corrupt Comelec, the
least it could have done was force local candidates to politically reveal themselves in a formal presentation disseminated to communities. The
IATF and DOH should thank their lucky stars there is no one in sight who will be jailing them all for everything bad they have done since March
2020.

The right way to make policy and regulation, know the wrong way first
Language policy is not right and only one factual truth needs to be cited to prove this. The Philippines today is not a better country after almost
100 years of Pilipino-Tagalog enforcement. Clearly the Tagalog-Filipino national "language" is WRONG. So are our centralized economic policy and
the cross-eyed direction of our militarization-crazy nationalisticians (when they militarize it is to target the people). Ukraine would have fallen
easily if it had no military readiness but inferior as their arsenal is, it is sufficient. China can pulverize all that we have if it invades and no one
comes to help us. The level of negligence which started in the Marcos era kept on downgrading our defense hardware to one of the most
laughable in Asia. All because they concentrated on micromanaging everyone's life at the expense of preparedness against enemy attack.
What is a bike lane?
Specifically it is not a paint job on the side of a highway or urban thoroughfare. Otherwise don't call it a bike lane but a reduction of existing road
space for vehicles in a street that was geometrically designed by engineers for proper vehicular flow. A bicycle lane is planned and constructed for
and by itself. Governance founded on gimmickry is how you explain it, Duterte Dolomite, etc., etc. Oligarch politicians master the broken window
technique soon after they have successfully bought their first vote.
It was nothing, Covid that is
Philippines to donate COVID-19 vaccines to Southeast Asian nations –NTF -gmanetwork.com/news/story/824016
Authorities seize P34 million worth of suspected shabu in Negros Occidental -gmanetwork.com/news/story/824024

Just like the shabu campaign which was all showbiz charade, everything the current government has done about China Covid amounted to
nothing. The next government is gonna be a carbon copy so it will be the same things over and over again. Covid of China is known to not be an
effective biological weapon. If your army is comprised of 85-year-old and above soldiers and the enemy blasts a Covid bomb on them, only 20
percent of this supersenior army will die after a month or two. Covid is capable of killing less than one over ten of any country's general
population. The Western vaccines are good because they decrease the risk of death to the specific susceptible individuals.
But even if 101% of every human in the entire planet is vaccinated with a good vaccine that is not named Sinovac, infections will continue
because Covid remains communicable regardless of vaccination and masking and testing and tracking and oratio imperata. Government has
forced senseless and useless protective measures on the majority who are not vulnerable to Covid infection. Covid has always been something of
a nothing in the Philippines and the day is not too far when it will be even more of a nothing.
What is a ticking time bomb situation? Only that which justifies extreme measures, when there is a visible extreme threat. For example when you
are face to face with a handcrafted explosive device outfitted with a timer. That has never been the situation with China Covid here in the
Philippines which mindlessly prompted the extreme lockdown martial law imposed by Duterte's generals and unqualified czars since March 2020.
There has never been a time bomb here. It was next to nothing but the self-damage is tremendous.
A million Americans died from it, one out of 334 in their country. Reportedly, you know, some misdiagnosis counted in there. Here ours is 1/1780
including the many thousands of fake deaths deliberately certified by the czars and frontliners. If the 2019 China virus had been as strong as the
1918 coronavirus which killed 1/20 worldwide, 350 million would be the death toll today instead of 6,176,195 as reported for Wuhan, China covid.
In 1918 the world survived a plague that was sixty times more scary. With the kind of calm the wokers of today call toxic masculinity.
The education of suffocating masks, paper modules and inscrutable gadgets
To begin our examination of the education problem suffered by the Philippines for the past 48 years, we look at this joke posted in the comments
field of ABCNews. Jessica Fun_-_Height of confidence: Once many professors were called and asked to sit in an airplane..After they sit, they were
informed that the plane is made by their students..All of them ran and got out of plane except one..People asked him the reason..He said, "If it's
made by my students it will not even start."
That was actually was also just a joke since we are not about to scrutinize the mess created by the authorities of Philippine education. Philippine
education dispensed by Tagalogistas is worthless therefore it is a waste of time discussing it. Worthless yes but harmful too.
If the purpose of education isn't the production of students who are informed self driven seekers of knowledge and skill then it is not only useless
but it is better not to have education at all. Especially if it is the kind that brainwashes kids with propaganda of the centralized state, the kind
that's been so happily successful in north Korea and China.
Before China's dispersal of covid the children were fed education that might have been 20 percent useful but now they have lost three years since
the imposed remote curricula delivers zero percent. But of course DepEd proceeds to pocket trillions in payroll for nearly zero work.
If there is one educational lesson of the China virus saga it is that there is no need for DepEd to exist and for it to continue wasting trillions
annually. It makes no difference if the children quit school since this system has made them 80 percent illiterate anyway. But there is something
better we can do once government is out of the way. Revamp education to local paradigms, substitute home school systems or charter
alternatives backed by local school board and community coop entities. Give zero control to a corrupt and uneducated central government.
Lance Izumi – The Homeschool Boom - Pacific Research Institute
https://www.pacificresearch.org/lance-izumi-the-homeschool-boom
The Homeschool Boom. Released: Sep 13, 2021. Our guest this week on PRI’s Next Round podcast is Lance Izumi, senior director of education.
Lance discusses his upcoming book The Homeschool Boom: Pandemic, Policies, and Possibilities. There’s been a homeschooling boom during the
pandemic, as parents have sought ways to improve...

All the above serves no other purpose than momentary indignation if you do not understand what government is. It is the collection of individuals
organized from a mix of bureaucrats and political victors. If you have have an unchangeable defective system that keeps filling it up wth the
wrong persons then you are screwed. The sort of candidates we have are diseases who mutate into the coronavirus variants preferred by
Comelec and DOH. They mostly possess viral signatures bereft of legibility and comprehensibility. A half-bad system at least allows room for some
good men.

Sex Education had one redeeming lesson in all its seasons and it stated only guys with small dicks say penis size isn't important. What is
important in practical living is honesty. And if an individual person should not fool himself with dishonesties, then so should a country confront
itself with the honest truth. Not with Pilipinas taas noo dakilang lahi ng maharlika (old slang for big penis). Tagalog-dominated Philippines is
nothing to be boastful about. Shortest kids with the lowest IQ, bottom dweller in politics and economy. Stop boasting. Enough of the fake
problems with the fake solutions when we have real problems requiring real solutions. We were actually reasonably good at the time Marcos
boasted he will make the Philippines "great again" when as a matter of fact he turned us from good to bad. Strip away Marcos and Quezon from
the Philippines or else we abandon your sinking ship. Be honest. Unlike the nominee for justice who in spite of having been nominated specifically
for being a black female, answered she is not a biologist when asked by a senator to define woman.
Trump ain't had been no success in entrepreneurship though he apparently was a fair-handed executive. He had vastly greater success in reality
TV entertainment and was extraordinarily lucky to rumble past politicians of the celebrity-starved Republicans. How do you avoid bad, undesirable
and destructive leaders like Trump or Biden? Sometimes you can't but in that case it can be managed in the presence of a strong principled party
which was what the Republican Party was for Trump. Duterte has the Chinese Communist Party and China virus. Result--you are tucked. Please
invert the t. Reformer is just another Duterteesque dirty joke if you happen to be proggie nationalist socialist. Unfortunately that is what almost all

candidates are. Federalism, democracy, national prosperity? Only the Caviteno candidate refuses to beguile us with the lies that have prospered
since the termination of the first Marcos dictator.
So who should be the next president after the current lousy one? Ron DeSantis would be an excellent choice but John Kennedy also sounds right.
Viva Ukraine! Concluding this segment we take up definitions apropos the depravity of Philippine politics, in the land of Tagalog imperialism.
Nationalism is when you attack somebody for the ulterior motive of gaining advantage. Patriotism is when you defend the soil of your birth
regardless of personal endangerment.
*.*

Alert level zero
Somebody expressed concern that the alert level numbering now used in place of x_CQ community quarantine is unduly alarming to normal
citizens because of its connotation of earthquake and storm threats. Not that the sissy-sounding CQ classifications of the martial law lockdown
mania had been delightful. Alert level sounds more appropriate for the unprovoked invasion and attack by nationalist Putin of neighbor Ukraine.
Nationalism is the religion Putin inherited from Hitler Stalin Mao Pot & Kim. Formerly an official of the communist Soviet KGB, Putin's designs on
the president of Ukraine whose prior profession was comedian, would be contingent only on the intensity of local resistance if the Western
response is less than serious. It's become even more ridiculous that the other celebrity, Trump, who'd been framed on his way to becoming US
president as a Putin puppet, was actually someone the enemies of America hesitated to challenge. No nice guy was he yet when he called Biden a
dumb president it just goes to show that these two old boys better fade away soon so better leaders can emerge to protect the world from
jihadists and commie-nazis.

It's long been clear how DOH draws a holding pattern for the chinavirus daily case-death stats in between the crises hype-ups it orchestrates.
There consistently is a disproportionately high death ratio in preparation for staging the next variant or whatever emergency theatrical skit. The
problem with lockdown government is that this has disrupted the normal functions of both society and individual physiological systems but the
only thing that matters to them is what they gain from their scam pandemic. Nowhere else in the world has anyone done a worse job than the
Philippines.
Above are FB screen captures reporting house to house distribution of typhoon aid in the city and the warning of the national police to voters to
behave unviolently. In other words, vote buying and police-military dictating on elections. This is a country without democracy and without an
economy. Thanks to Marcos and five of the presidents after.
Government Spending Is Money Poorly Spent
By Dominic Pino 022422 -nationalreview.com/corner/government-spending-is-money-poorly-spent
Not only does government lack incentives to make sure money is well spent, it also has many incentives that encourage money to be spent
poorly.
What is the plan of the KikoP-LeniR team as of February 28, 2022? One is to continue talking to us in the Tagalog national language if they win.
Two is they want to spend really big billions on remote online "education" once they start being in power. WAIT A MINUTE. They want this Covid
Chinavirus lockdown system to go on without end? They wish for the same thing as progressivist nationalist rag Inquirer. If you are to believe
Duterts' alert numbering scheme, the worst we've ever been in the past 36 months is Alert Level One and for more than 30 of those months there
should have been nada. The ado about nothing was much too overboard. Still is. The less that is done the better is what successful countries like
Sweden teach us dummies of coronavirus paranoia-hypochondria-germaphobia.
The realization at this point is a complete surprise given his indelible reputation or notoriety. The least undesirable candidate is Lacson.
Who are worse than him (a Cavite Tagalog who uses more English than the others)? Those who will keep doing as Duterte has done. Marcos
junior is a non-starter, literally and figuratively. This is the family tree of bad apples and granting that he might be an average guy instead, he
won't produce the miracle we need. The shallow widow will follow the same path as Mr. Fentanyl, her words notwithstanding. Next are a braindamaged boxer and a minor actor who could not possibly be better than Estrada and is most definitely below the class of Zelensky. As for the
etceteras, they're all nationalism and all socialism which are theoretically not bad per se but really bad in practice.
And the Church preaches that voting in the election is a miraculous deed in itself. Without basis in scripture and in science. As a matter of right,
the Church should be involved in politics. But not in the wrong kind of politics. To serve and protect its flock, the local Church has first to stop
defending a constitutional system to which it has developed an Oedipus Complex fetish wherein it fantasizes and romanticizes such fascist
nationalist socialist political construct to be its last line of defense against abortion, contraception and divorce aside from posturing with the usual
progressive/libtheo gimmicks. Deluded into accepting the mixmash of fascism-communism and entrepreneural pseudocapitalism of the Cory

Constitution is the best deal just because Bernas and Villegas wrote portions of it in 1986. Not even the smallest bit has been changed because
every normal procedure fails to go even half the way.
Long have our elections been pointless. There may be a small handful of good-enough politicians like the Cebu and Cavite governors now but the
fact remains that they are hamstrung within the central-unitarist chain of command and are by constitutional definition nothing more than only
mere functionaries of Imperial Manila who puts limits to how much they can serve their province. As antithetical to liberty as the JFK maxim was,
the statists-nationalists of the Philippines pervert it further: Ask not what your country can do for you, ask what you can do to satisfy your
government.
Adolf Hitler was the most accomplished nationalist among the politicians and social activists in all of history. There has been no one better than
him. The candidates for Philippine president who cannot stop gushing about nationalism are idolators of him. Nation is not God except that to
them it is.
Philippines' 866 COVID-19 cases new record-low this year -gmanetwork.com/news/story/823662
Over 6,000 schools ready for face-to-face classes — DepEd -gmanetwork.com/news/story/823653
Oil tops $110, equities sink on rising Ukraine war fears -gmanetwork.com/news/story/823658
Russian Ruble now worth less than the Robux video game currency After international sanctions punished Russia's invasion of Ukraine, the ruble
is now worth less than the online equivalent of Monopoly money. -pcworld.com/article/617917
• BBM, Sara want more benefits for senior citizens if elected -philstar.com/headlines/2022/02/27/2163638 “Bongbong” Marcos Jr. and his
running mate Davao City Mayor Sara Duterte-Carpio have both vowed to provide more benefits for the country’s over 12 million senior citizens if
elected in the May 9 elections.
• Pfizer/BioNTech COVID vaccine less effective in ages 5-11 — New York study -gmanetwork.com/news/story/823461
• -bbc.com/news/health-60408419 by Nick Triggle
an average 70-year-old who has received a booster now has a similar risk to that of someone 30 years their junior prior to vaccination rollout.
As a consequence, the death rate from Covid has dropped dramatically. Antibodies are present in at least 97% of people across all age groups
over the age of 16. Our immune systems are now highly trained to fight Covid. And we have been further assisted by the emergence of Omicron,
the variant which caused the winter wave, which is intrinsically milder as well.
• PSA RECORDS SHOW COVID-19 3rd leading cause of death in first 11 months of 2021 gmanetwork.com/news/lifestyle/healthandwellness/822725
Death count is properly counted from the birthday of ChinaCovid here (March 2020) and per official data compiled by Worldometer, it is number
five here after coronaries, stroke, pneumonia and tubercolosis. Diabetes and lung disorders are very close in next place. Look up more information
so you can see these officials not only make up data but also cherry pick from it to suit whatever scaremongering agenda is ordered. It is not
unreasonable to suspect anomalies in the numbers and only a true audit of actual mortalities from this and that can put this to rest. The BBC
article states that the elderly are vastly protected from death by ChinaVirus after proper vaccination. They become equally covid-proof as the not

elderly who's not vaccinated. Meaning the not elderly has less, less, less need for vaccination. The way it was written was not straightforward but
it becomes clear after rereading. The not very old and at the same time still healthy never required it. The Western vaccines are good against
ChinaVirus but they should never say One Hundred Percent of the entire whole world needs to have it.
Dishonesty is not the best policy but it helps them justify lockdowns and also to win elections. Duterts' girl and her boy running-mate are trying
hard to be funny when saying this government under them will have tons of money to spend for all the needs of 12 million elderly. They are the
worst because they represent the best chance for the present system to continue destroying us. Or if they win, it might become similar to Russia
violating Ukraine, an act that has begun backfiring on Putin and would probably bring the downfall of his national socialist oligarchy. Maybe for
the first time we will find in ourselves the courage and patriotic valor of the Ukrainians (the people or nation Biden called Iranians in his State of
the Nation Address). Have faith in God.
Child nutrition and education – a national emergency
THE CORNER ORACLE - By Andrew J. Masigan -philstar.com/opinion/2022/03/02/2164256
We must face the uncomfortable truth our children are the region’s most unhealthy and most educationally challenged with the lowest
IQ among their regional peers.
foxnews.com/health/cdc-no-longer-recommends-universal-contact-tracing-case-investigation
foxnews.com/politics/senate-passes-joint-resolution-end-national-covid-19-emergency
Some governments just cannot be trusted. One in particular malnourishes children to dwarf size and dulls their minds with Pinoy Tagalog
brainwashing. Covid killed so many in America, so much fewer here, and soon CovidChinaVirus will be dead. May our ugly system die with it.

2022 is here and they're gonna make it as bad as the prior
2021 was as terrible as 2020
2020 was the worst in Philippine history
It was unfair that many condemned Cory for bringing bad luck to the Philippines. Duterte has brought us worse. Just you wait until Marcos part 2
becomes reality. It will be so much more worser than Aquino part 2 because it will concurrently be Duterte part 2. More racist Tagalog nationalism
plus centralized incompetence, bad luck lives on.
Why we need a political reboot THE CORNER ORACLE - Andrew J. Masigan - The Philippine Star February 2, 2022
We need to reboot our political system if we are to progress as a nation. We will be the region’s perennial underachiever until we do. Hence, we
must elect the presidential candidate who promises radical political reform.
Marcos Jr. offers unity as solution to country's woes -gmanetwork.com/news/story/821186
Fascism is a word and if you are interested in learning what its origin is, it has something to do with unity. Unity by and itself is neither bad nor
good for it is just merely a tool in the context of social affairs. You should find it weird if a person like Marcos Jr or widow Robredo promises the
platform of unity as the final solution to this stinking mess initiated by Marcos Sr and sustained by the national socialist fascist politicians after

him. Unity should scare you once you understand the intent is to unify you under the same dictatorial authoritarianism presently administered and
expanded by Duterte.
The Philippines has never been a province of China until now, the one and only "accomplishment" of Duterte. Who we should thank for being the
first to expose Marcos Junior as a cocaine user but at the same time we should point out that Fentanyl is a much stronger drug than cocaine.
Fentanyl overdose was reported to kill a hundred thousand Americans before winter 2021 in the time span of China Coronavirus outbreak. Though
in practice there'd been many thousands attributed among their then 720,000-plus COVID fatalities that likely ignored fentanyl as actual cause of
death. Covid and fentanyl are both exported by China.
The purest form of centralism exists in the Philippines regardless of the comical circumstance wherein there is this Pimentel autonomy law that in
reality makes the municipalities and provinces helping hands of centralist authoritarianism. Why do you think Marcos Jr is running not under the
still famous "party" of Makoy Senior but under the one his family's employees fabricated as Partido Pederal ng Pilipinas? Because experience has
taught them the peoples inhabiting this our archipelago are not difficult to fool with the fake machinations of liars. Pederal is the new and shiny
Bagong Lipunan of the fascist nationalists. There is a sort of question posed above and it is whether the election in May 2022 will solve anything.
If we carry on the assumption that a competent president (like Gloria) (not another Marcos or Duterte) is elected and this president will not be
thwarted by political double-crossers, the system we've had since 1972 is still there and no one has volunteered how to eliminate it. Reform is
empty talk, burn it down, tear it apart, demolish it first. To them the Philippines is a Tagalog country they want to be president of. Listen to them
talk non-stop in Tagalog. Few political/bureaucrat wannabes are good persons. As a consequence of their unsuitability for normal occupation, they
aspire to be politicians and run for election hoping to get lucky with the clueless electorate when it votes for cash or cheap gratification.

Omicron variant no more severe than original strain - WHO (gmanetwork.com/news/story/822746) is a strange headline coming three months
after DOH and WHO shrilly told us to ignore South Africa's first-hand advice that omicron is not the doomsday variant. They are often wrong and
pig-headed. Even the disease control center of America under the command of liber-proggie technocrats has been accused of hiding details of the
China virus and the vaccines for it. Forever mask and forever lockdown is the mantra of their power trip. Clad in superhero costumes they force
potentially deleterious vax jabs on children who do not need them in the first place. They never say anything about the percentage of the below60 demographic categories who require no vaccination for the China virus.
Johns Hopkins study reignites COVID lockdown debate
A recent controversial Johns Hopkins metanalysis reignites a discussion about the adverse consequences of lockdowns after finding they had no
significant mortality benefit during the first wave of the 2020 pandemic in the United States and Europe -news.yahoo.com/johns-hopkins-studyreignites-covid-221455291.html
DOH targets 80% vaccine coverage of seniors, persons with comorbidities before shift to Alert Level 1 gmanetwork.com/news/story/822620
"Before ma-deescalate, kailangan 80 percent ng A2 at A3 ay kanilang maabot. Kung hindi makarating sa panukatan na 'yan ay hindi tayo
puwedeng mag-deescalate," Duque said on President Rodrigo Duterte's weekly Talk to the People.
Before anything else, the US-Euro vaccines for the China virus are beneficial to those who benefit from them. Doesn't mean you won't get
infected and transmit anymore but for many it prevents China virus from killing them. I see nothing wrong with getting it if you are 80 or 75. The
queen is alive after infection but no one can say for certain if her vaccine or her prior immunity did the trick. There are many who do require it.
However those below 30 derive no benefit from it so what the heck? It's not some magic antinganting for everybody. Letting the populace assess
the risks for themselves clearly worked for the non-lockdowner Swedes who fall below the European average in mortalities.
Eighty percent is a number mentioned above that should have you worried very much. Vaccines have rolled out in the islands for twelve months
now yet the Tagalog-speaking dictatorial authority admittedly never carried out a dedicated prioritization of the 15 million or so most vulnerable
elderly up to this point when maybe 120 million vials in all have landed. Whether deliberate or a consequence of incompetence, it's clearer that
the priority was to pocket the maximum kickbacks from this scamdemic.
Policy of the mafia Philippine government is to use their failures as an excuse to impose even more damaging policies. The first real vaccines
started arriving from Europe and America last March 2021 and today this government tells us they will continue delaying the renormalization of

daily life because they have not yet vaccinated enough of the small portion of the population that is most vulnerable to the killer coronavirus of
China. What gall!
The deaths in other countries are real but it is difficult to have faith in the figures. Peru startled us in June 2021 with its abrupt substitution of
their death toll from 70,000 to 180,000. Eight months later some statistical curiosity is aroused as to how come Peru's current toll moved up to
only 209,000. The early policy in the U.S. includes in their now almost million death toll all positive patients regardless of prevailing condition.
Russia is possibly honest about their hundreds of thousands dead insofar as autopsy and count match. In the Philippines they give away prizes.
*.*
As the American campaign against Philippine insurrectionists winded down, cholera in 1902-1903 killed 200,000 out of our population of maybe 7
million. Three percent of your population dead (not from the invasion itself) but they did not even call it a pandemic worthy of ECQ Alert Level 5
lockdown. 4 million here dying from China's Covid would be the death toll comparable to the 1902 cholera outbreak which we simply shook off
and moved on from without insane panic. The 50,000+ they claim are Covid deaths today is only a percent of the equivalent 4 million
proportioned to the toll cited above so this makes the Apocalyptic Martial Law Lockdown Dictatorship of 2020-2022 all the more deserving of
laughable mockery. Totally a scam.
Their Scam-Pandemic is proof conclusive that this government was designed to function not as protector of our peoples but as predator.
Lockdowns encompass all non-voluntary and non-pharmaceutical responses such that we're not taking just barricades here but every restriction
under the sun.
Mel Gibson tells you all there is to know about Christian righteousness and about Pinoy paganism. Braveheart asked you to look for a country of
your own, one you can be proud of and not ashamed of like RP. Apocalypto showed us the hopeless destructiveness of barbaric worlds prior to
the advent of Christian Europe. Passion of the Christ lets us hear the language God gave to the nation of his beloved Son. Hacksaw Ridge, the
value of religious valor unintimimated by the likes of China virus. Lethal Weapon, the sweetness of just retribution. Duterte and the politicians
teach us cowardice and self-harm.

• DepEd: 304 schools under Alert Level 2 ready to participate in expansion phase of face-to-face classes -gmanetwork.com/news/story/820721
• 5 presidential aspirants lay down plans for healthcare system improvement -gmanetwork.com/news/story/820753
• Why Sweden opts vs vaccinating all children aged 5-11 -philstar.com/lifestyle/on-the-radar/2022/01/28/2156983
• Duterte in PPE, face shield goes on car ride with doctor -gmanetwork.com/news/topstories/nation/820627
• breitbart.com/clips/2022/01/21/bari-weiss-pandemic-of-bureaucracy-on-covid-is-a-moral-crime-and-people-are-afraid-to-say-that
• U.S. National Debt Hits $30 Trillion for First Time by Caroline Downey _ The ballooning debt is largely attributed to the massive social spending
prompted by the Covid-19 pandemic. -nationalreview.com/news/u-s-national-debt-hits-30-million-for-first-time
• Fascism with Chinese Characteristics by Andrew Stuttaford _ It pays continuing lip service to China’s communist heritage and even uses some of
its rhetoric and symbolism. -nationalreview.com/corner/fascism-with-chinese-characteristics

Review the Tagalog slogans of recent candidates. Estrada/Ejercito - Erap para sa mahirap. Noynoy - Kung walang kurap walang mahirap. Robredo
- Gobyernong tapat angat buhay lahat. All of which are lousy, disgusting and insulting campaign gimmicks. But no worse than the shabu-Covid
doctrine of China boy Duterte. Nothing the politico-trapos love more than overspending your money.
Tulfo states "the drug problem remains the same as it was before he became president because he has not rid the country of big drug traffickers
and their protectors, eliminated were just the streetpushers." That was from the Sayang column where you'd laugh uncontrollably at Tulfo's
medical observation on the massive penile erection attributable to the Sinovac poison he and Duterte shot on. So how come the RP
pregnancy/birth rate dropped off the cliff if Covid stimulated male sexual potency?
It is ridiculous to call the country's Catholic Church politically influential because in practical truth it is toothless. Only has itself to blame in the loss
of its rightful role after allowing authoritarian nationalist imperialism wielded by the state executive under an unchangeable constitution. Are the
priests equivalent to the politicians in this Pinoy republic? Some of the priests for certain are, being comparable to the politician in that many who
had aspired for the priesthood were thinking chiefly of livelihood for themselves and this kin.
But the Catholic Church is different from the business cults (not the mainline Protestants and the Orthodox), the real churches or non-cults do not
use Jesus Christ for business purposes. In countries with honest systems and authentic parties, the politicians who are in it for the money do not
thrive in the way the Pinoy does. Our system is dishonest and all the "parties" are fake. We're mired in this situation because of the choice made
by certain church leaders to enable government to abuse our life. Church should be strict about the principle of separation, separation from Satan.

Why are you letting this government control every aspect of your daily life? In 2022 it remains as clueless about China Covid as it was in 2020 yet
they mindlessly insist on coercing child vax and booster impositions without evidence that these are any more effective or are less harmful than
lockdowns and their other insanities. They still get infected or allegedly undergo protocols for exposure to Covid positives who amazingly are
vaccinees who follow mandatory safety "practices". So what use are all those official impositions if the fully compliant convey the same risk to
others as any Covid skeptic himself does? The Covid of China kills who it means to kill, the vaccines help those that it can help but it is not a CURE
ALL for China's killer disease. Rather than continue the futile pursuit of eliminating China Covid, our best response would have been to learn from
the start how to live with it per Desiderata. And disappear it will when its time comes.
Nobody is happy to have an ignorant and corrupt government mishandling for the past three years a misunderstood epidemic situation. Except for
those in government for obviously obvious reasons. Child abuse or massacre of younglings with the deployment of potentially dangerous vaccines
alongside mentally harmful lockdown protocols is not something they think much about. They used to say that teachers did not earn enough and
spending a much bigger budget to raise them up, up, up will improve our worst-ranked education quality. Well look now, the education
department has the highest individual payroll in the land and education quality still remains worst-ranked wordlwide. Of course they will blame
this on Mother Tongue or some other scapegoat before getting rewarded with some more undeserved pay raise.

They used to say that the National Police personnel did not earn enough. What's been said about teachers similarly apply. It is a matter of poor
design such that we are the only one in the world with national this and that (education and police). It does not matter to them how terrible the
performance is as long as it is centralized. When you read Quiboloy says ‘persecution’ part of job as ‘Appointed Son’
(gmanetwork.com/news/story/820923), it goes to show what kind of crooks support the government.
IATF Covid is entirely similar to the self-inflicted hate crime fabricated by Jussie Smollett. Nowadays you are swarmed by activists in academe,
media and populist politics proferring to certain biological males the "right" to pretend menstruation and even abortion options, preferably after
gatecrashing female bathrooms and sporting events. As fake as the COVID-19 hysteria of Duterte and China has been, the authenticity of criminal
court decisions in America for Smollett, Rittenhouse and Arbury were a welcome sight last year. Regardless of the harm still being done to the
Philippines, hope from elsewhere is there.

the Bobit Avila is our national hero BLOG

philstar.com/headlines/2022/01/24/2156031/doctors-lawyers-question-basis-and-fairness-requiring-vaccination
More groups are questioning the national government's continuing strongarm approach towards the unvaccinated, pointing to pandemic task force
policies that they said tend to "blatantly flout the constitutional rights of Filipinos and the laws of the Philippines."

Reign of terror - Filipino citizens or imperial subjects?
Are we still citizens of this country or are we slaves/subjects of a centralized republic headquartered in Tagalog Manila? The political-social
condition of a country at any given time falls in the range between dystopia and utopia. As an example of utopia let's imagine Sweden during
the economic boom 25 years ago with Jesus Christ as king and Paul of Tarsius as prime minister and Luke the Greek as education-health minister.
Dystopia refers to the most evil condition a country falls into and that would be Philippines surrendered by Duterte to China. The reason we are
being held hostage to the unlimited power of China coronavirus by our national and local political kingpins is that there has never been anything
on earth that has been so good to their interests. Later on we'll take a look at the end of the pandemic in America declared defiantly by Gov.
Jared Polis but first there is this weird lapu lapu drama below:

National Review
Virginia governor Glenn Youngkin enacted a mask-mandate ban for public schools in the state. Seven school districts have announced that they
will defy the order. Seven Virginia School Districts Defy Youngkin’s Mask-Mandate Ban
America is one of the few democratic democracies in the world meaning that if Biden-Fauci say there still a pandemic is, fine. Or if smart doctors
like Rand Paul say no pandemic, even finer.
Interview with the vampire
Evil is rewardingly easy, good is despairingly hard. Anne Rice studies evil in her greatest novel, of what in its nature separates it from good. It is
asked that if God does not exist then this that we have is everything there is, that everything is lost when you are gone. Evil though will remain
past you, as it has for the past two generations in our bureaucrats and elected officials by the grace of the national socialist constitution of CoryMarcos.
Marcos introdued vampires into the government system and now in the time of Duterte they number way past the half mark. Marcos you hated
from the beginning but Cory despite her egregious flaws was someone you tried to find excuses for. We deceived ourselves about Cory not being
an agent of evil as Marcos was. Only when Cory turned against Gloria and her impending reforms did it become clear that no part of Cory was
good.
I take the most important rule in sociopolitical economics from a line in a Nancy Kress novella. The life that is your own has first claim to the
resources you earn. This means Government is never to be your owner and master. There are governments that subvert democracy to take away
your freedom and liberty. It is the Marcos-Cory constitution that enables the governmet/state to enslave us.
For the most part of the Duterte years has the NTC-NDRRMDC texted messages to your phone in mostly Tagalog, tattling about weather trivia,
pointlesss inanities about viruses etc., even a propaganda tweet by Bongbong. They misued it and abused it and had no more than a pathetic line
when true calamity was about to strike Visayas last December 16.
NDRRMDC 12/29/2021 Red Rainfall Warning sa Camotes Island. Asahan ang matinding pag-ulan, pagbaha at pagguho ng lupa.
China Virus is History (or was in December)
came the storm from hell named odette
per tagalog weather toilet
went to who knows where the virus
back china, there please, take our masks
Presenting ladies and gentlemen the worst poem about the worst poem about the worst situation for people who continue to be under the worst
government in the world. Survive this the folk will but not because of resiliency that the nationalist government boasts of. In this case, survival is
the mere failure not to die. We live on but as what? Can Cebuanos still be called Cebuanos or should they be called by another name? The
children are corrupted by our uniform national education system and by media monstrosity, this is not kind of future that would make Grandpa
proud. Scheduled for first month of the new year is the scam re-escalated alongside record-high prices of food.

Comprehensive report from the ground on what remains of the Cebuano language and culture in Region 7-Central Visayas
As of December 2021, the storm set loose by first dictator Marcos has stripped down to its barest elements the quality of Cebuano's most vital
cultural demographic. Damage mounted year after year once Marcos started the culture war against Cebuano, held at bay only during the MaxYoyoy heyday, Lito O's defiant leadership, and the restraint on nationalism by Gloria. The children of today in this Noynoy-Duterte generation
does not possess Cebuano culture of adequate quality to ensure that the next one will remain so. The 60th generation (wild guess) of Cebuanos
vanishing to thin air.
The children are by international calibration, the world's most physically stunted and most poorly educated. Parents do not know how to properly
feed them healthy nourishment even as the centralist government mismanages food policy. To these poorly-developed brains the education
grifters and the media polluters force-feed crap. The poor things know not right from wrong and by that what is meant is can't use Cebuano
properly, and worse, are incapable of thinking morally. Perhaps the Chinese are instructing the government to imbue the kids with the CCP brand
of evil. There is almost certainly no one among the alternatives to Duterte approved by Comelec who will not be continuing this evil. The
Cebuanos have been conquered and defeated by Tagalog imperialism and when you point this out to them, they tell you they don't mind.

Genocide is the deliberate, systematic, concerted destruction of a distinct group. Cultural amnesia results in your no longer knowing your own
language and forgetting the history and traditions of your nation or people. Self-genocide this is not, but the doing of centralist authoritarians or
else a rival. Your first step is to recognize that the government of Imperial Tagalog Manila is your problem. Lebanon and Iraq in their own
different ways were once stable given how they were balancing the culture groups within. Fracture was achieved by the Philippines ahead of both
when its equilibrium was upset. It is easier to destroy than to build, ruefully daunting to rebuild what was destroyed.
In 2022 we begin the "Blog of Death is the Philippines". Do not be fooled again by the elections. Though this 2022 candidate does not exist, even
if you did elect the perfect prosident who will be followed by the perfect senate and house presiders, the system itself will not be touched and
when their time's up no matter how well they perform, the next batch will retrogress to the dystopia of Cory-Marcos.
There is something negative I have to say about the 2004 book of David Martinez, A Country of Our Own, Partitioning the Philippines. It should be
massively republished today for required reading of all the older students but the book title should be changed to Wrongness of the Republic of
the Philippines, The Worst Country in the World. A chapter renamed to Religion of Satanic Nationalism Socialism. Like everything else, the
Martinez book has imperfections, it has some minor flaws, and it errs on Philip II and on Muslim grandeur. But there is no reading material printed
locally more educational than this, if you want to do what is right for us, Martinez is the man to read.

The words of Cardinal Raymond Leo Burke
These tragic circumstances have been dictated by the State and in some cases they have been dictated by the Church, beyond the demands of
the regulations of the State or in conformity with regulations of the State, which are in violation of religious freedom. There has been a failure to
make clear that among all of the necessities of life the principal necessity is communion with God. Yes, we need what is required for our
nourishment, health and hygiene, but none of these essential needs can substitute for our most fundamental need: to know, love and serve God.

China's virus has to date produced many more covid millionaires than either actual or alleged covid deaths. Scam is the word. Soliven's column
(Wretchedness _ Philstar) ragingly thunders "While many countries have learned how to deal with the aggressive virus, we seem to be defeated

by it in many ways. Why can’t we conquer the virus? Why can’t we learn to live with it?"
*.*
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